


Where are all the engineers?
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Some people are passionate about football or baking, but Steve 

genuinely gets excited about systems and processes. Weird, I know
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Booked a flight

Found a hotel

Sold a house

Grabbed a taxi

Bought a book

Watched a film

Insured a car

Ordered a takeaway

The internet as changed how buyers and 
sellers connect.  Consider how you last…



• Speed

• Choice

• Convenience

• Savings

These platforms deliver:



Change in the number of UK recruitment 
agencies working in permanent recruitment

The recruitment industry is changing



Since 2010 the agency market has fragmented 
dramatically

This makes finding and choosing a recruitment 
agency difficult for employers



These small, independent recruitment agencies 
represent over 80% of the industry



We are not as loyal as you think



Source: Recruitment & Employment Confederation Trends Survey (2016); Deloitte Recruitment Index 2016

Similar challenger brands

So the market is primed for a consumer-type marketplace model that 
consolidates supply (agencies) and intelligently connects it to demand 
(you):



“Online talent platforms are increasingly connecting people to the 
right work opportunities. By 2025 they could add $2.7 trillion to 

global GDP, and ameliorate many of the persistent problems in the 
world’s labour markets.”

Source: McKinsey & Company Global Institute Report 2015

(And it’s not just us that think that…)



So we created Hiring Hub, an intelligent online 
recruitment marketplace. Think TripAdvisor for 

recruitment; it allows agencies and employers to find 
each other and work better together

Our customers include some of the UK’s fastest growth companies



*Genuine Google search results, June 2017

And whereas large, traditional recruitment agencies provide a 
slow, commoditised and expensive service (which is why this 

happens when you Google them…)

Hiring Hub uses data and reviews to influence good behaviour



We are proud to be one of the 50 
fastest-growing technology 

companies in the North, and top 
scale-up companies in the UK 

We champion small independent 
recruiters and are using data and 

reviews to inject trust and integrity 
into the recruitment agency model



Where are all the engineers?



As the UK is leaving the EU, skill 
shortages are becoming an increasingly 
political issue. 

Until now, freedom of movement has 
meant when shortages occurred 
companies could look to address their 
needs by adopting a more aggressive 
recruitment strategy and/or increasing 
salaries.

Once the UK leaves the EU, there is no 
guarantee that businesses will have the 
same access to the European labour 
pool.

Already concerns are being voiced 
across industries as diverse as 
agriculture, tech, healthcare and 
engineering. 



We wanted to understand what’s 
happening in the UK labour market 
today, share those insights with you, 
and suggest how companies might 
address the issues they face now, and 
in the future…



We sourced data from circa 34,000 vacancies by observing daily 
the careers pages of 12,000 UK companies.

So we analysed how long employers leave vacancies posted on their 
own websites, on the premise that skill shortages first become visible by 

organisations struggling to fill jobs. 



5000+ 501-5000 51-500 1-50

Size of companies in 
our dataset



Our initial hypothesis was: companies will 
spend longer advertising jobs that are harder 
to fill.

Empirically, we found this isn’t always the 
case and there are many complex issues that 
impact this.

Some of them we can make an educated 
guess at, others require more input and 
improved analysis over time.

Our first cock up learning…
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Average vacancy advertising time, by professions
The UK, April to June 2017

The average time a vacancy 
was visible for was 17.6 
days

Vacancies are listed longest 
for Real Estate

Retail and Engineering 
vacancies are advertised 
for the shortest time

………

It’s forecast that the UK 
needs an additional 20,000 
engineers annually... so 
why are engineering jobs 
not advertised for longer?

UK overview



UK overview

Unsurprisingly there are more 
jobs in Greater London than 
anywhere else.

The North (where we are based) 
accounts for almost 15% of all 
jobs

Wales and the South West 
account for around 10% of all 
jobs in the UK.
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UK Overview: 
Salaries

Roles in the Financial and 
Insurance sectors are the 
highest paid

The lowest paid are those 
in Admin/Support, and 
Arts, Entertainment and 
Recreation
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The UK, 2016



Key takeaways

1. In some sectors (most notably engineering) there is no correlation between 

demand for skills and the time a job is advertised

2. Average time for a vacancy to be live on company websites correlates with the 

average number of days to fill a vacancy

3. Anywhere there’s sheep or sea you’ll struggle to find medical and healthcare 

professionals (worst in Scotland and Norther Ireland)

4. The TMT sector is adapting to a war for digital talent, and this may get worse 

post-Brexit because of its heavy reliance on foreign workers

5. Retail jobs are advertised for the fewest days; the supply of candidates is high 

across Britain and the skills are often easily transferrable



So, are we in the too?!!!!



You are here!



South West & Wales
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Average vacancy advertising time
Wales and South West England, April - June 2017

The average vacancy was 
live for 16.9 days

That is 4% shorter than the 
average for the UK 

Breaking the data for this 
region down into the two 
areas it is composed of 
shows that in Wales the 
average announcement was 
available for 18 days, while 
in SW England it was 16.7 
days



South West & Wales

UK Average Vacancy 
Advertising Time

Retail
-20%

HR
+42%

Medical
+26%

Sales
+14%

Accountancy
+9%

Education
+8%

Some skills faired worse 
against the national average, 
most notably HR and 
medical.

Meanwhile retail vacancies 
were advertised for 20% 
shorter time than the 
national average. 



Pay in the region is below the national average. Notably, managers, directors and senior 
roles are significantly lower. There is nothing in the salary data that suggests the region has 

any competitive advantage in terms of candidate attraction. 

South West & Wales
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Pay is significantly lower for some key growth sectors too, like: IT, Finance, and Professional, Scientific 
and Technical. Hence it may struggle to attract candidates from higher paying areas like London and 

the SE, or prevent more local candidates from commuting



What we learned about this region

1. Salaries are considerably lower than the national average

2. This issue is particularly acute for Management and Senior roles 

3. Salaries also need to be reviewed for roles in the key growth industries

4. The Education sector is struggling, this is felt worse in Wales

5. Healthcare wages are good,  but supply of talent not so good

6. There’s been a 20% increase in HR vacancies in the region; this may explain 

why these roles are advertised for longer



What can we do quickly that’s in our control?

✓ Increase attractiveness of your vacancies in a competitive market by focusing on 

employer brand and candidate experience

✓ Take advantage of a lack of local salary competition on high demand skill sets: 

Management, IT, digital, finance, science and technical roles

✓ Target recruitment marketing activity (and budget) on specific roles that are 

advertised for longer periods

✓ Review use of temp v permanent employees on high skill/in-demand roles

✓ Market the benefits of employment close to home versus commuting



✓ Consider casting your net a little 
wider and using Hiring Hub!

(Like we’d forget that one!)



What we’re seeing employers we work with do

✓ Relocate HQs or departments to locations where skills are in greater supply

✓ Review pay, benefits and flexibility across the company 

✓ Coach Hiring Managers on availability of skills

✓ Look at employer brand through the lens of an applicant

✓ Improve website UX, and ensure it’s mobile-first

✓ Use events and community engagement to support their brand

✓ Train and upskill current workforce

✓ Develop apprenticeship programmes



We’d love to hear what you’re doing 
to tackle skills shortages



Drop your business card in the fish bowl and we’ll send you a copy






